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                 CHAPTER 1
     The Adventure begins...
Along time ago, there were three
kids: Crip, Alex and Mike. They
lived in a house on the top of a
mountain. They were playing
football when Top, the dog fell
into the forest. They ran to get
top and entered into the forest.
When they founded Top, they
were lost in the forest. Crip the
oldest brother founded a little
house. So they entered into the
house and saw 



an old man talking: ‘The stories say

that there is a secret island that no

map shows. It is very dangerous but

it has a treasure that can make one

wish come true.’ Alex the middle

brother asked to the man where the

island stays. The old man said that

it stays in the south America where

the boys lived. The kids decided to

go to the island so they wish to go

back to home. So the boys built a

canoe with bamboo and went to the

island.



          Chapter 2
      The lost island
 3 weeks later the ocean started to

shake and from the waters

appeared a Kraken. A giant squid

that measures 2 blue whales. So he

started to attack the canoe. 'On

your back Alex!' Said Crip. The

kraken divided the canoe in two. In

one part was Alex and mike the 



younger brother and in the other
was Crip and top. Alex and mike
woke up in the island. The island
was very big and it got a mountain.
It got a forest filled with bamboo
and lots off caves. But where was
Crip and top? ‘Let’s split ourselves
said Alex -I will try to find Alex and
Top and you try to find food. Mike
found egg, fish, meat and
vegetables ut Alex didn’t found any
life . They lived in a cave its was
very dark so they used flint to make
fire. So they ate the food and went
to sleep.



 chapter 3 Wild instinct

Next day, Mike woke up by hearing a sound of
barking. It was Top playing with Alex! Mike
asked Alex
How he found Top. And Alex answered 'Well,I
woke up a little earlier. And I was starving. So I
ate a bit of fish and salad from yesterday. When
suddenly a heard a barking sound and then i
found top.' So Mike answered 'Let's follow him.
He can lead our way to Crip.' And Alex said yes.
So they followed Top until a cave.



 There were orchs blocking the way
into the cave. Ugly mythical
creatures that looked like ogres.
Alex threw a coconut in one of the
orchs head. He got really angry and
the both orchs started to hunt the
boys and Top. Alex and Mike ran in
circles and made the orchs bump at
each other. In the cave, they found
Crip 'Crip! Are you okay?' Said Alex.
' Yes I am.' Answered Crip really
weak. ' what happend with you and
Top?' Asked Mike. Crip explained
that the orchs got him and put it on
a cave.



  Chapter 4 Invasors
 The boys got Crip put him in the 
cave. Next morning everybody
woke up because of a magical
thing. It was a boat! ' Hurray!  We
are safe now!' Shouted Alex. 'Which
type of boat can it be? It can be
British or maybe American.' Said
Mike. ' I don't think it's British and
neither American. They are ...
PIRATES!!!' The boys were really
scared so , they didn't think twice
and ran into the cave. 'Land ahoy
captain!' shouted Francis



Francis was one of the pirates. He
was really thin. The second pirate
was Otto the strongest pirate of all.
And the last pirate was captain t
Toronsso known as the greedy and
mean pirate.Together,  they were
the east pirates gang.'Well well
well what we´ve got here? A desert
island? This means I need to
conquer it.' Said Captain Toronsso. 
' First, I will destroy everything.
Including this cave full of gold.
Shoot now!' Said Captain Toronsso
pointing to the boys cave. Otto and
Francis shooted.



  Luckly the boys survived, but the
cave no. 'Huh? These boys are
trying to stop me from destroying
the island. Catch them!' Shouted
Captain Toronsso. The kids ran the
fastest  they could, but the pirates
were right in their backs. Crip
troughed some logs he found by the
way and Otto and Francis fell from
the mountain. 'hooray we defeated
the pirates' Shouted Mike 'You
maybe have win them, but you will
need more then two logs to defeat
me' said Captain Toronsso.
'Oh no.' 'It really is him?!'



   Chapter 5 A big what?
 '
That is a dragon?' asked Alex. 'Now prepare to
be roasted!' Said Captain Toronsso. The boys
started to run again. They hid into a bush. 
'I will find you' Said Captain Toronsso. 'I just
wished I was home with my brothers!' Shouted
Mike.
 The boys heard a voice saying "Your wish is an
order" when, suddenly, they were home again.
The boys were really happy. When people ask
them  what they want 

 



 to be in the future, they answer
'I want to be an island explorer'



I dedicate this book to my family. 

Lots of love,
Andre


